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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 1. Like a calf for a cow, is it for any



3. 'Ship' is related to 'Captain',



goat?



similarly 'newspaper' is related to



(A) Colt (B) Pup (C) Chouna (D) Lamb 1. Like a calf for a cow, is it for any goat? (A) Colt (B) Pup (C) Chouna (D) Lamb 2. The 'fish' is related to water, so is the 'bird' related to whom? (A) sky (B) air (C) Water (D) Food The 'fish' is related to water, so is the 'bird' related to whom?



whom? (A) Publisher (B) Editor (C) Printer (D) Reader 3. 'Ship' is related to 'Captain', similarly 'newspaper' is related to whom? (A) Publisher (B) Editor (C) Printer (D) Reader 4. Cobbler: Leather:: Tailor:? (A) Bajaj (B) shirt (C) thread (D) Cloth 5. Sheep: Mutton:: Reindeer:? (A) Meat (B) Wedge (C) Flesh (D) Venison



(A) sky



6. Dress: Tailor::? : Carpenter



(B) air



(A) Leather



(C) Water (D) Food



(B) Wood (C) Furniture (D) Cloth 7. Book: Shelf:: Clothes: (A) counters
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL (B) Wardrobe (C) Bureau (D) Hangar 8. Choose the odd word from the following words? (A) Letter (B) Speed Post (C) SMS (D) Money Order 9. Choose the odd word from the



(C) Tank (D) lake 12. Money: Misuse:: Writing:? (A) cheat (B) Plagiarism (C) theft (D) Inaccuracy 13. Newspaper: Reader:: Roti:? (A) Baker



following words?



(B) Consumer



(A) square feet



(C) Buyer



(B) Square root



(D) Wheat



(C) square inches



CWM



(D) square meters



14. Optimistic: Delight: pessimistic:?



10. Choose the odd word from the



(A) selfish



following words?



(B) Defective



(A) nose



(C) Blues



(B) lips



(D) Negligible



(C) Throat



CWM



(D) Eyes



15. Choose the odd word from the



11. Choose the odd word from the



following words?



following words?



(A) electric guitar



(A) ocean



(B) Mouth Argon



(B) Well



(C) Sonata
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL (D) keyboard 16. Pointing to a woman, Simon said, "She is the daughter of my father's only sister." How is the woman associated with Simon? (A) Mother (B) Fufri sister (C) Sister



19. Who will be the sister of A's sister, A's sister? (A) cousin brother (B) niece (C) aunt (D) Mouseri sister CWM https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpW



(D) Great



vLwFAJqX9qQVbKoQ2asg



17. C is Mother A and B If D is



20. The son of an old man is the



husband B, then who is C's?



uncle of my son. Tell me what is the



(A) Mother (B) Sister (C) mother in law (D) Aunt CWM 18. X and Y are brothers and sisters. R is the father of Y. S is T's brother and X is Mama. What does T relate to R? (A) Mother (B) Wife (C) Sister (D) Brother CWM
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relation between the only son of my mother's only daughter, that old man? (A) granddaughter (B) Uncle (C) niece (D) None of these 21. A is the sister of mother B and daughter of C. D is daughter B and sister is E, so what's the relation between C's E? (A) mother (B) Sister (C) Father (D) Nana or Nani CWM



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 22. Virus: smallpox:: Bacteria:?



(B) Tuesday



(A) sleep sickness



(C) Wednesday



(B) Malaria



(D) Thursday



(C) Typhoid



26. If the day was Friday, what will



(D) Little mother CWM 23. Home: Kitchen:: Plant:? (A) root (B) Soil (C) Stem (D) leaf CWM



happen on the third day after the upcoming days? (A) Thursday (B) Friday (C) Sunday (D) Saturday CWM 27. If September 15, 2000 is Friday, which day will be on September 15,



24. If the day before day one day



2001?



from the previous day is three days



(A) Sunday



ahead from Saturday, what day is it today? (A) Thursday (B) Friday (C) Tuesday (D) Wednesday CWM 25. If there is Friday on January 1, then what day will be on the first date



(B) Thursday (C) Saturday (D) Friday CWM 28. On which day is the 'World Environment Day' celebrated? (A) May 4 (B) June 5



of the month in any half year?



(C) July 9



(A) Friday



(D) November 4
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL CWM



CWM



29. How many English words can be



32. Four of the following are some of



made by using each letter from the



the same types, so a group of them



letters ACER one time?



is formed, which one is not in this



(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) More than 3 CWM 30. In one line of children in the



group? (A) rose (B) Lotus (C) jasmine (D) Mug CWM



north, Ritesh is twelfth from left edge.



33. How many meaningful English



Sudhir, who is twentieth to the right



words EPRY can be made using each



edge, is the fourth right from Riteish,



letter once in a word?



how many children are there in the line? (A) 35 (B) 36 (C) 37 (D) 34 31. In a special code RAIL is written as 5796 and TAPE is written as 3748, how is PAIR written in that code? (A) 4795 (B) 4785 (C) 3795 (D) 8795
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(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) More than 4 CWM 34. How many meaningful words can each letter contain in each word using only one letter of the letter UTB? (A) One (B) Two (C) Three (D) None CWM



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 35. Choose the odd word out of the following? (A) Bay



(D) satellite CWM 39. Choose the odd word out of the



(B) Islands



following words?



(C) Peninsula



(A) germs



(D) inner



(B) microscope



36. Choose the odd word out of the



(C) Microphone



following words? (A) Dhruvataara (B) Phoenix (C) Cracks (D) Nike CWM 37. Choose the odd word out of the



(D) Microfilm CWM 40. Find out the combination which does not reflect the relation of the following pair? (A) Psychology: Mind (B) Anatomy: Body



following words?



(C) Philosophy: Language



(A) Pearl



(D) Archeology Science: Antiquities



(B) diamond



41. Hive: Bee:: High Needs:?



(C) Coal



(A) Parrot



(D) Graphite



(B) Dove



CWM



(C) Gerur



38. Choose the odd word out of the



(D) the bird



following words? (A) Moon (B) Asteroids (C) Earth
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CWM 42. If the 10th day of any month falls three days before Sunday, what will be the second date?



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL (A) Tuesday



(C) Thursday



(B) Thursday



(D) Friday



(C) Wednesday



Show Answer



(D) Friday



46. If today is Wednesday, then which



CWM 43. Nine days ago Mohini went to the cinema, she only goes to the cinema



day will be 25 days after the next Sunday? (A) Sunday



on Thursday, which day is today?



(B) Monday



(A) Saturday



(C) Thursday



(B) Tuesday



(D) Saturday



(C) Sunday



CWM



(D) Thursday



47. If the third day of the month is



CWM 44. If two days after tomorrow is Friday, then what day of the week was two days before yesterday? (A) Saturday (B) Thursday (C) Monday (D) Sunday CWM 45. The day before tomorrow is the day before the third day of Saturday,



Monday, then what will be the fifth day of the month from the twenty-fifth of that month? (A) Tuesday (B) Friday (C) Thursday (D) Wednesday CWM 48. Choose the odd word from the following words (A) Kurukshetra



what day is today?



(B) Sarnath



(A) Tuesday



(C) Panipat



(B) Wednesday



(D) Haldighati
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL CWM



(B) 18



49. Choose the odd word out of the



(C) 17



following words (A) Geography (B) Biology (C) Chemistry (D) Physics CWM 50. Choose the odd word out of the



(D) 22 CWM 53. If there is a Sunday on the 23rd of a month, which day will be two weeks and four days? (A) Tuesday (B) Wednesday



following words?



(C) Thursday



(A) miles



(D) Friday



(B) liter



CWM



(C) Yards



54. If on March 27, 1995 was



(D) centimeters 51. If tomorrow was the first day yesterday, then when will the Sunday? (A) today (B) tomorrow (C) the next day after tomorrow (D) Two days after tomorrow CWM 52. If the 5th day of the month is Tuesday, then what date will be after 3 days of the third Friday of the month? (A) 19
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Monday, what day was on November 1, 1994? (A) Tuesday (B) Friday (C) Thursday (D) None of these CWM 55. Both the X and Y are children, if Z is the father of X but Y is not the son of Z, what is the relation between Y and Z? (A) sister and brother (B) Bhanji and Mama



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL (C) daughter and father



(C) Sita



(D) niece and uncle



(D) Shweta



56. A man told a woman, "Your



CWM



brother's only son, my wife's brother, how is that woman related to that man's wife?"



59. Sohan's place in a class is seventh from above and twenty-six from below, how many students are in



(A) Bouquet



the class?



(B) grandmother



(A) 30



(C) Mother



(B) 32



(D) Sister



(C) 34



CWM



(D) 35



57. Sunita is in 11th place with two



CWM



thieves in a row of girls, how many girls are there in that line? (A) 20 (B) 21 (C) 22 (D) 24 CWM 58. The younger brother of the border Sohan is older than Sita from the age.



60. 'Suma' is smaller than Uma, 'Neha' is taller than Suma, 'Sudha' is taller than Uma but smaller than Hema. 'Uma' is longer than Neha, who is the tallest of them? (A) Uma (B) Hema (C) Neha (D) Sudha



Shweta is smaller than Brilliance but



61. A, B, C, D and E are the five



bigger than the border. Who is the



rivers, A is smaller than B but than E



greatest in age?



is longer. C is the longest. D is much



(A) boundary (B) Brilliance
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smaller than B and some is longer than A, what is the smallest river? (A) A



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL (B) B



(D) Friday



(C) D



65. If it was on Monday, January 15,



(D) E CWM 62. If any year comes after 1 March, three days after Friday, then what day



1993, then tell me which day will be on August 17, 2004? (A) Saturday (B) Tuesday



of week will be on November 22?



(C) Friday



(A) Saturday



(D) Thursday



(B) Thursday



66. The first day before tomorrow, the



(C) Tuesday (D) Sunday CWM 63. If there is a Friday on February 5, what day will it be on August 10 of



first day is three days after Saturday, what day is it today? (A) Sunday (B) Tuesday (C) Friday



that year?



(D) Wednesday



(A) Friday



CWM



(B) Wednesday or Tuesday



67. A child was born on August 8,



(C) Monday (D) Saturday or Sunday CWM 64. If it is Wednesday, July 5, 1996, what date was there in the year



1978, on that day, on which day will his birthday be in 1986? (A) Saturday (B) Sunday (C) Tuesday



1980?



(D) Thursday



(A) Thursday



CWM



(B) Tuesday (C) Sunday
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 68. Which day will be on March 5 of



71. If you call the book a watch,



the year, on which date will be the



watch the bag, the bag, the dictionary



same day of the same year?



and the dictionary in the window, who



(A) August 5 (B) December 5 (C) November 5 (D) October 5 CWM 69. If in any year, which is not leap years, is on Monday 28th February, then what day will be on January 2? (A) Friday (B) Monday (C) Tuesday (D) Wednesday CWM 70. If green means red, red means yellow, yellow means blue, blue means orange, so how does the color of a clean sky look? (A) orange



will use it to carry books? (A) Bags (B) Book (C) Clock (D) Dictionary 72. If the police are called teacher, teacher to politician, politician to doctor, doctor to lawyer and lawyer to surgeon, who will catch criminals? (A) Police (B) Doctor (C) Teacher (D) Lawyer CWM 73. If it is possible to make a meaningful English word by combining the second, fifth, sixth, and tenth characters of STREAMLINE, what will be the third letter of that word?



(B) green



(A) T



(C) Yellow



(B) E



(D) red



(C) M



Show Answer



(D) A CWM
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 74. In a birthday party, 5 friends are



77. Govind has a sixth place in the



sitting in a row. M is the Bai and O



class of 35 children, Krishna is 7



is the right and the right and S is



places below Govind. Which place is



sitting on the P's. Who is sitting



below Krishna?



between Dai and T but between B and P? (A) M (B) P (C) O (D) S CWM 75. Geeta is more beautiful than Sita, but Rita is not as beautiful, then? (A) Sita is more beautiful than Rita (B) Sita is not as beautiful as Geeta (C) Geeta is more beautiful than Rita (D) Rita, not as beautiful as Geeta 76. There is a child's twelfth place in a class of 45 students. When two



(A) 19 (B) 20 (C) 22 (D) 23 78. In a line of girls, the harp is 12th from the beginning and from the end to the 19th. In another line of girls, Sunita is 14th from the beginning and from the end to the 20th. How many girls are there in both devotions? (A) 72 (B) 65 (C) 63 (D) 61 CWM



more children enter, then one place



79. If Ram is richer than Shyam, but



falls down. What is the new place



not as much as Mohan, then is



from its end?



Shyam?



(A) 25th



(A) Poor to Ramesh



(B) 26th



(B) Ram with wealthy



(C) 27th



(C) Poor to Mohan



(D) 29th



(D) Dhanan from Mohan



CWM



CWM
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 80. Five boys took part in a race. Raj completed the race before Mohit but after pride. Ashish completed the race before accumulating but after Mohit. Who won the race? (A) Gaurav (B) Ashish (C) fascinated (D) Raj 81. In the line of 30 students, the order of Anju is 13th from the beginning, then tell what will be its



CWM 83. Simon, pointing to a woman, said that she is the daughter of my father's only sister. How does she relate to the woman Simon? (A) Mother (B) Fufri sister (C) Sister (D) Great CWM 84. C is mother A and B, if D is



sequence from the end?



husband B, then who is C?



(A) 17th



(A) Mother



(B) 18th



(B) Aunt



(C) 19th



(C) Sister



(D) 20th



(D) mother in law



CWM



CWM



82. Victory in a car rally, behind Vipin,



85. A is the sister of mother B and



but ahead of Sukumara. Bipin is behind Ravi, but ahead of Vijay,



daughter of C, D is daughter is B and sister is E, so what is the relation



Narayan is in the middle. Who is at



between C's E?



the forefront of all of these?



(A) sister



(A) victory



(B) Nana or Nani



(B) Sukumar



(C) Mother



(C) Vipin



(D) Father



(D) Sun



Show Answer
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 86. Ramesh and Suresh are brothers and sisters, Rakhi and Geetha are sisters in their midst, Ramesh's son is



(C) S (D) R



Geeta's brother, tell me, what is the



CWM



relationship between Suresh and



89. Rajan has 11th place in the list of



Rakhi? (A) Brother (B) Uncle



successful boys in a class and at the 31st position from below, three boys did not take the exam and one failed, how many students are in the



(C) Dada



classroom?



(D) None of these



(A) 32



CWM



(B) 38



87. K is more beautiful than B, B is



(C) 40



not as beautiful as Y, it is not as beautiful as J, B or Y, accordingly,



(D) 45



who is the lowest level of beauty that



CWM



is at the lowest level?



90. A, B, C and D have different



(A) Y



points in one exam, B gets more



(B) J (C) K (D) B CWM 88. Age of 'P' is equal to 'Q', 'R' is less than 'S', 'T' is smaller than 'R', but greater than 'P', who is the largest? (A) P (B) Q
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points than C and D, fewer than A 91. Rakesh is taller than Nitin, but Bharat is not as tall, Lokesh is smaller than Rakesh, but tall by glory, who is the tallest in this? (A) Nitin (B) Rakesh (C) Bharat (D) Gaurav CWM



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 92. In one class, Shankar is sitting at the top of 16th place and at the 49th place below, how many students are in the class?



CWM 95. Raman is in the line from 15th to the beginning and 11th from the beginning, how many people are there



(A) 64



in that line?



(B) 65



(A) 25



(C) 66



(B) 26



(D) 67



(C) 28



CWM



(D) 30



93. Sonu's age is more than the age



96. Sonia walked from her house and



of Richa but less than Anu, the age



went 4 km east. Then he turned left



of Saurabh is more than Sonu but



and walked 4 km, then he turned right



less than Ram, then who is the



and walked 4 km, how far is it from



smallest of all of these?



the departure point?



(A) Richa



(A) 10 km



(B) Sonu



(B) 14 km



(C) Anu



(C) 8 km



(D) Saurabh



(D) 5km



CWM



CWM



94. Ram is longer than Manu, but not



97. Sharda started walking in the



as much as Ravi is. Anu is longer



south direction, after running 15m, she



than Dilip but smaller than Manu, who



walked twice to her left and both



is the tallest?



times went 15-15 min, how far is she



(A) Ram (B) Manu (C) Sun (D) Anu
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away from her departure and in what direction? (A) 20 m west (B) 15m East



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL (C) 15 m south (D) 30m East CWM 98. One evening before the sunset, two friends Raman and Arjun were sitting face-to-face while, if Raman's shadow was falling right to his left, then Arjun was sitting in the direction of which direction? (A) West (B) South (C) east (D) Answer CWM 99. One morning, Mina started walking towards the sun, walking a little while, she turned to her left and again turned to her left, moving away from a distance, left and left, in which direction did she face it? (A) West (B) South (C) Answer (D) East CWM 100. One person walks 6 km towards the south, turning left and turning 4
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km, then turning towards left 5 km goes, whose direction is its face now? (A) West (B) East (C) South (D) Answer 101. If the north-east gets the north, the north-east will be west, and even if this sequence of change continues, what will happen in the west? (A) South-West (B) north-west (C) north-east (D) southeast CWM 102. One day I was talking to each other in front of each other and you were talking in the morning, because of which my shadow was going to be your right and what direction were you looking at? (A) East (B) South (C) Answer (D) West CWM



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 103. While introducing dignity, Rakesh said that his father is the only son of my father, tell me how Rakesh is



(C) niece (D) Sister



related to dignity?



Show Answer



(A) Brother



106. Rahul and Robin are brothers,



(B) Mama (C) Uncle (D) Father CWM 104. Raghu and Babu are twins, Babu's sister is Rima, Rima's husband is Rajan, Raghu's mother is Lakshmi, Lakshmi's husband is Rajesh, accordingly, Rajesh has a relationship



Pramod is Robin's father, Sheela is the sister of Pramod, Prema is the niece of Pramod, Shubha is Sheela's darling, what does Rahul Shubha look like? (A) Brother (B) nephew (C) Mama (D) Mumera brother



with Rajan?



CWM



(A) Uncle



107. The winner leads to 5 km



(B) cousin (C) son-in-law (D) In-laws CWM 105. Fatima introduced Mustafa to her husband and said that her brother's father is the only son of my grandfather, what is Mustafa related to Fatima? (A) Aunt (B) Mother
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southward, then goes to the right and walks 3 km, then turns to the right and turns 5 km, then he goes again and turns 5 km, how far is it from the starting point is ? (A) 3km (B) 5km (C) 8 km (D) 6 km CWM 108. Mohan walks 15 km north, then it turns left and goes 10 km, then



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL after turning left and running 15 km,



shadow was falling on his right side,



in which direction is it going?



then A was standing facing his face?



(A) Answer



(A) Answer



(B) South



(B) southeast



(C) West



(C) northeast



(D) East



(D) West



CWM



CWM



109. A person headed towards the



112. A person walks north towards his



west, turned right, then turned right



office, he turns to the left and then



and finally turned to the left, now what



turns to the right and then turns to



direction is he headed towards?



the right, towards which direction he is



(A) Answer (B) East (C) South (D) West CWM 110. Rajneesh walks out of his house



heading? (A) Answer (B) East (C) West (D) South CWM



and runs towards 100m east, then



113. I stand by the side of a river,



turns left and turns left after 35m



standing freely in the water, going



walk, now towards which direction?



towards the right from my left side,



(A) South (B) East (C) Answer (D) West 111. One day, at a time of sunset, A was standing face-to-face, if B's
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the river is flowing from west to east, so where's my face? (A) Answer (B) South (C) West (D) East



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL CWM 114. If the day was Friday, what would happen on the third day after



117. If Sunday was February 15, 2000, what day would be on January 15, 2013?



the upcoming days?



(A) Tuesday



(A) Thursday



(B) Saturday



(B) Sunday



(C) Wednesday



(C) Saturday



(D) Friday



(D) Friday



CWM



CWM



118. In the year 1996, Republic Day



115. If there is Friday on January 1, then what day will be on the first date of the month in any epoch? (A) Tuesday (B) Friday (C) Wednesday (D) None of these Show Answer 116. If there is a day before the last three days from Saturday, then what day is it today? (A) Tuesday (B) Friday (C) Thursday (D) Wednesday CWM
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was celebrated on Friday, on which day was the Independence Day celebrated in the year 2000? (A) Thursday (B) Tuesday (C) Wednesday (D) Friday CWM 119. Last year my age was in full class, next year it will be in cube, tell my current age? (A) 26 (B) 24 (C) 25 (D) 27 CWM



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 120. The present age of the father is



123. Looking at the woman sitting



four times the age of his son, if five



next to him, Amit said, she is my



years ago the father's age was seven



wife's sister, what is the relation of



times the age of the son, then what is



that woman with Amit?



the present age of the father? (A) 31 years (B) 30 years (C) 40 years (D) 50 years 121. Nikhil is 8 years younger than his brother Rohan, what will happen to Rohan, when he is twice as big in age as Nikhil? (A) 4 years (B) 6 years (C) 10 years (D) 16 years CWM 122. There are some ducks and goats in the field, total 77 heads and 224 feet, how many ducks are there?



(A) daughter (B) niece (C) wife (D) sister CWM 124. While introducing the hope to the guests, Bhaskar said, "His father is the only son of my father, how is he related to Asha Bhaskar?" (A) niece (B) Mother (C) daughter (D) Panties CWM 125. Veena, pointing to a boy, said that he is my grandfather's son of only one son, how is that boy related



(A) 45



to Veena?



(B) 42



(A) Uncle



(C) 51



(B) nephew



(D) 47



(C) cousin



CWM



(D) Brother
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COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL 126. Optimist: Delight :: Pessimism:?



CWM



(A) Negligible



129. On reaching an appointment



(B) selfish (C) Defective (D) Blues CWM 127. Recollectly Ranjana remembers



conference on Friday, I came to know that I reached only two days before the scheduled day. If I arrived there on Wednesday, how many days would it have been delayed? (A) one day



that Sadhana's birthday is after



(B) Two days



Tuesday but before Friday. Suresh is



(C) three days



well aware that Sadhana's birthday is after Wednesday but before sunday. Which day of the week is definitely the birthday of Sadhana? (A) Monday (B) Saturday (C) Thursday (D) can not be determined CWM 128. Suresh was born on October 4, 1999, Shashikant was born the day before Suresh, that year was on Independence Day Sunday, on which day was Shashikant born? (A) Tuesday (B) Sunday (C) Wednesday (D) Monday
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(D) Four days CWM 130. If Saturday was December 17, 1899, what day would be December 22, 1901? (A) Friday (B) Monday (C) Sunday



COME WITH MATH ACADEMY YOUTUBE CHANNEL
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